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•Your personal remarks and  impressions on how the interview went are 
important; they can help give a better understanding of the questionnaire and we 
value them greatly!

Please don’t forget to fill this part in.

•Note: E3: if the interview has been conducted in several languages, note all of them.
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•Present all the things that have to be filled in (starting with the tracking record file in 
particular: identifiers…) adapted for the different countries if need be (identifier for 
Senegal, Europe, No. of CD? …)

•EMPHASIZE that the IDENTIFIER of the questionnaire absolutely must be noted
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•As above
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Only the modules book will be input: 

 Enter the information noted in Ageven (dates, etc…) into the Boxes in boldface 
type at the top of the Modules
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Idem

The column or columns of the Ageven grid where the information has to 
be looked for are shown each time.

Check for each module that the number of columns is exactly equal to the 
number of periods or events collected in the Ageven grid.

Detail each item of information to be entered:

Each box must always contain information: e.g.: Q102F: if the 
partnership is still ongoing: cross out the end year; if the child is not 
deceased, cross out the year of death

Caution: be very careful not to enter 2008 as the end year if the 
partnership is ongoing because that would mean that the partnership 
came to an end in 2008.
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Using the grid, show how to fill in the years: end year of period 1 = start 
year of period 2.

Show that Souleymane is actually living in the dwelling described in 
Angers: no end year for this ongoing period: draw a line through it.

Show that the periods follow on without gaps.
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As above
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Migration attempts: as above

SHORT AND LONG STAYS OUTSIDE SENEGAL

For a stay of less than one year: cf column 8: 601D = 601F: the start 
year must necessarily be the same year as the end year (we are not 
collecting information by month, but by year). 

For stays of one year or more: cf column 3.2. Caution: this is about 
stays in a country (other than Senegal) and not about periods of housing. 
From 2000 up to today, Souleymane has had 1 stay in France even 
though he has lived in 2 different dwellings. 
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As above:

Return trips of more than 1 year: cf Ageven column 3.2 and go through 
the entire period of the return trip to Sn independently of changes of town 
or dwelling.

As for the stays of less than 1 year:

If there is a return trip of less than 1 year with SET: 701D = 701F
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Explain: Some trajectories have been collected only in the grid: 
migrations among the family/contact circle, transfer periods and 
contribution periods, questions about citizenship, asylum, work and 
residence permits, stays outside Senegal and short return trips to 
Senegal on business, holidays…

=> As the grid data will not be input, this information must be copied over
into the following modules
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cf Ageven column 4; go through each column, person by person.

Q901 - CODE THE RELATIONSHIP: this person is ego’s …..

Also: If this is a person already mentioned in the Family column (i.e., a 
partner or child of ego), specify his/her partner or child number: cf M6: 
Fatou = U 2, M7: Biram = N 1

Code the sex

If relevant, transcribe the year in which they met and the year of death: 
cf M6
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Go through the notation for years with the Ageven grid filled in, giving 
examples.

As for dwellings …: End year of 1st stay = start year of 2nd stay.

E.g.: Souleymane’s father lived in France from 1968 to 1980. In 1980, he 
returned to Senegal where he remained until his death in 2000. 
Trajectories must be COMPLETE: up to the interview day or up to the 
date of death.

If ongoing: cross out the end year.
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NB: 

Partner No.

Child No.

Year in which they met
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Control variable Q1000 counts the exact number of return trips

Usually: 1001S = 1001E

But If ego has returned each year to Senegal over a period of several 
years: e.g., between 2000 and 2007 (inclusive):

Count each return individually: Q1000 = 8 returns 

Then group them together into a single period: with: start year 1001S: 00 
and end year: 1001E: 07
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Show an example
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Q1200: What needs to be counted is the number of different “periods” or 
“statuses” rather than the number of “changes”. 
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Go through line by line: first stay, then work.
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